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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines seven assumptions about teaching

conditions that best facilitate critical thinking in the
undergraduate psychology curriculum; the main ideas proposed in a
model of critical thinking developed by a network of psychologists
across the nation; and the application of this critical thinking
model to the undergraduate curriculum. Beginning with students'
"knowledge bases" (facts, beliefs, assumptions, and values), the
model is based on tension-reduction theories in which the restoration
of a sense of balance is the core idea. Once critical chinking is
engaged, a student is likely to go through he following identifiable
stages in the resolution of discrepant': (1) motivating factors,
involving whether or not the student is alert, engaged, and willing
to take risks; (2) information-seeking skills, involving ways in
which the student organizes information; (3) information-relating
skills, in which students make connections between original
discrepancies and other L.laas, culminating in the construction of a
revised, tentative, personal theory; (4) an evaluation phase, in
which students purposefully examine their personal theories to
determine the adequacy or sufficiency of their resolution; (5) an
expressing phase in which students put forth their new position for
external feedback; and (6) the integrating phase, resulting when
external feedback is supportive and students both revise their
personal theories and expand their knowledge bases. Following the
evaluation of the implementation of this model at Alverno College in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, insights about the various components of the
model, including remaining discrepancies are presented. A sample
assignment is appended. (LH)
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criiical th3r4inb that '_he ac:,demic uproa, about critical

t;.1n1 n trt r at haw 1 7 f &. Or 0' ID t114 Cler e :lett] n

th Aj3E:10. wh, Cher not morality 'Nat- an Imcortant issue.

1,1n't the deveiopment of thiniino 54111 thF whole purphee 04

education' Althouph deyelopino students' critical thinl-ino

sillls appears to be a prowind national priority.

CE VCI-t0) cioi EtE h. 'e had a long history of e,olorind the

relations:lip between thirlind siills and their discipline

(Glaser. 19BA).

My or interest in critical third inn is derived from

two sources. First. J lust completed a three year effort

with nine other psycholodists from across the country to

develoo some ideas about what it means to teach critical

thiniind in the conteiA of psycholodv. Our wort was

underwritten by a grant -;-rom the Fund Tor Improvement of

PostSecondary Education (FIFCE) anc, hosted by Alverno

College. The Psychology FIrSE Network spent one hectic weei

in each summer of 198: and 1984 constructino a model of

critical thir4ing in psychploov. A manuscript describing

the effort and the insights gained from the worn has lust
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bc-een completed. The first portion of the presehlatioh will

describe the main i deBs propos$-.o in the FlPcc)E

A second source (-'4 m, interest in crilica) ihiniind

comes Trom the enthuFlasm about research in teL from my

Lom-: institution. Al,,erno Colleoe. The tactIlt. members tt
.-,lverno have spent the last fifieen ve.rs pursuino the

deTinition of behavior; outcomes of a liberai arts

education anP developino strateoles to enhace student

thiniro. In trvino to define these educational outcomes

specific to psychology and in applying the ideas derived

from the FTFSE model, Alverno's Fsvcholoov Department has

produced some observations about teachino critical thininci

across the psycholoov curriculum which serves as the primary

oblective of this discussion.

Assumptions about Teaching Critical Thiniino

When we focus on the teaching conditions that

facilitate critical thinking. a few assumptions must be

made:

I. We do not need to have an allencompassing definition of

critical thinking in order to proceed with teachino these

skills. In our FIF'SE networ). we agreed not to surrender to

the academic impulse to construct a perfect definition

before we allowed ourselves to pursue strategies to develop

specific aspects of critical thinking.

2. Expecting students to thint critically and teachino

students to think critically are not the same thing. Arons

(1979) believes we have implicit expectations about the
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reasoninu capacities of our students. However. we ma. be

reluctant to accept responsibiltv tor teachind these sr ills..

bond teachers tend to induce critical tnir4inu naturally

in their students: teachers who adopt the oblective of

foserind critical thintind s4131s proceed moi e

ihtenttorally and e,plicitiv to assist stude -nts to

undetstand what they have accomplished.

4. Critical thinlind can be analyzed into observable units

that can be e),plicitiv identified. Teaching des3or can

foster these outcomes.

t. There is no one specific was, to teach critical thinFlnd

slills. A curriculuo that allows +or multiple opportunities

to practice thinl-ing sIllis is lilelv to be more effective

in promoting transfer of sill]. than specific thins log

courses that may not be linled to any particular discipline.

6. Emphasizing critical thinlina stills in the context of a

discipine-based course switches the focus of effort from

content-oriented learning to student-centered learning.

Critical thinking activities. tailored to student

development, will enhance the meaningfulness of course

content which has been lipped to increased student retention

(Ericisen. 1983).

7. Time in the course needs to be devoted to the modeling

and practice of critical thinking skills and to feedback

about student performance. As academics, we have developed

a preoccupation in most courses with attempting to cover as

much of the disciplinary area in the course as the

constraints of the semester o quarter will allow. Ericksen

5



describes this tendency to ecpose students to the 1iont et

riowledoe by coverino as many ideas as possible oe the

"sunburn theory of instruction." It 1 inadequate. 1,

creates dascoafort. f4nd its effects: are temootary.

Teachinn critica thine Inc; sFills reouire., us to thitt,

criticall\, about the conceets we present. A., s. h. a

critical thiniino emphasis serves as an incentive to add

life to our suL,ect matter,

The FIPSE Cr7tical Than[ino Model

ine critical thiniino model bc-oins with the e);perience

of the student. As depleted in ;"inure 1. students inter

!MN. OEM.* .1011. elNNIMIO

Insert Fioure 1 about here

our- classrooms wi th their on individual b:-iowledge Bases.

combr3sed of their experiences. facts. assumptions. beliefs.

and values. The 1,nowledge Base is a unique representation

of all the "data" the student can draw upon to male sense of

the events in their lives. They have also constructed

individual explanations Personal Theories -to explain and

vnderstand specific events. WIn a student is confronted

with an External Event that cannot be readily explained by

an existing Personal Theory. critical thinking may be

initiated. When the External Event is sufficiently

discrepant from their own perspectives. students engage in

critical thinking 'L.: reduce the tension created by the

111fit.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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There are MFA' v academic orecedenLE fol the

tension-reductlon model. Ferhao-=, the cloeeEt 4ormoiaLLoh as

Planet's (i9- 2 ,:oncept of H tErm

to describe how childrin learn thr0H7h accommodation. Wrier

the, attempt tu adapt to the ehvironment with practiced W&vE

and arc- ,Ansucces=4_11. the-, must m.ie some chance thetr

aporoach to succeed. AiLhouoh the c-itical tnanlino model

addresses more ab=tract and comple.' behavior. the

restoration of a sense of balance 3F the core ide.. involved

ah both approaches.

Once cratical thanlano is eudaoel. a student is ltelv

to OD through identifiable stacss an the resolutiun of

Discreoancv as snown an Floure 2 and elaborated in Floure

11 Ilmammuml

Insert Factures 2 and 2 about here

The model riresents critical thinlino as a tidy. cyclic

process. however. each act of critical thinkina may inyolvf

pc-and through the process several times before any given

Discrepancy is reso,yed. The process, can tale c few seconds-

or a few years to complete. depending on the oriainal

Discrepancy being addresssed.

Motivating factors involve whether or not the student

is alert and engageable. if students are emotionally

overwhelmed or too tired. they simply will be less able to

expend the errgy required in grappling with Discrepancies.

Information-Seel ing stills focus on what t'ind of

information students absorb initially and how they organize

8



MOTIVATING) INFORMATION-) INFORMATION- 4 EVALUATING .........* EXPRESSING , INTEGRA1 ING
SEEKING RELATING

Orients

Expends
Energy

Shows
Curiosity

Balances
Affect

Takes
Risks

1111111,

9

Attends
Listens
Observes

Understands
Conce'ts

Identifies
Discrepancy

Organizes
Knowledge

Knows, Uses
Resources

Makes Links

Identifies
Patterns

Thinks
Convergent ly

Infers
Logically

Asks
Questions

Applies
Know ledge

Thinks
Divergently

Tentatively
Resolves

DISCREPANCY

--Solves Problem
--Makes Decision
--Reaches Compromise

Evaluates
PRODUCT for

--Relevance
--Accuracy

Sufficiency
--Quality

Evaluates
PROCESS to

Develop
Conscious Use ...
of
rietacognitive
Strategies

Puts Position Resolves
Forward for DISCREPANCY

Criticism

Assessment Expands
Based on
External
Standards

KNOWLEDGE BASE

Revises
PERSONAL THEORY

X,7ows what one doesn't know
tolerates ambiguity
/dent/Ties assumptions
0555U/776S complex causes of behavior
maintains skeptical stance
assumes, 'rspective of another
ado,o's multiple perspectives
maintains internal locus of control
separates objective from subjective
reflects purposefully on experience
manages time efficiently
selects proper work mode
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input for aralysis. The networiers reaarded these sills as

more "aeneric" thiniina abilities.

Informationelatina s1 ills e,dlore tne connections.

studens can mo« between the orloinal DIscredancy and other

ideas. New rel.ttionshids can be drawn from their own

fnowledoe Bases or the pursuit of different Ideas outE3de

themselves m ont be reauirep. This area includes

specific tinds of analvtic abilities. Can students breal

the problem into smaller units' Can then come up w] `,h new

and creative connections' Ultimately. the end of this phase

involves the construction of a revised. tentative Persona]

Theory.

In the Eyaluatino phase. students purposefully examine

their Personal Theories to determine the adequacy or

sufficiencv of their resolutions. For beoinninq students.

the idea of eaminina the revised Perscnal Theory to find

out how well it bridges the gap of the Discrepancy may seem

unnatural and awkward. They are unaccustomed to thinking in

terms of using criteria to make evaluative judgments. As

students develop their skills. the Evaluating phase becomes

more intentional. An important aspect of this phase is what

we call "metacognitive strategies." i.e., thiniinq about

thinking. Studying psychology seems to foster particular

kinds of metacognitive skills which are listed in Figura 3.

In the Expressing phase students put forth their new

positions for external feedback. In classes this expression

may take the form of a comment during clasr, or more

extensively in written compositions or speeches in which the

11
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students present positions. As profes,sio,101 critics. we

evaluate the ouality of their thin[ino and formally

acIrldwledoe their level of achievement throuoh oracles o!

F4.eLif3c feedbac4.

if e:teril,A1 feedbaci suoportlye. student=- will

res'ise their former Personal Theories and at the same time,

xr.and their inowledde Bases. representing the lnteocatinu

phase of the cvcle. Students may also conclude that their

new positions are still inadeouateoften prompted by

erie-nal feedbacJ--and return t'D an earlier phase of

critical thir4.ina for more wort.

That is the basis of the mociel in critical thiniino.

ln its expanded form it Provides some sense of ouidance for

the activities we require of our students and also begins to

mare these behaviorally explicit. However. the complexity

and comprehersiveness of the model should not distract from

the primary features. of the model that promote successful

critical thinking in the classroomwell-designed

Discrepancy. time in which to practice thinking critically.

and specific feedbaci about the degree of success achieved.

Applying the Model Across the Psychology Cu,-lculum

Two members of the original ten-member FIPSE network in

psychology were from Alverno College. We committed

ourselves to trying to evaluate our own curriculum from the

perspective of the critical thinking model. As such. we

were able to derive some insights about the undergraduate as

F1 developing critical thinker in the context of psychology.

12
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The insionts are presented In connection with various

componewts of the model:

Extern=] Event. The way in which w, desion class,-oom

activities should be neared to the level of sophiEtiLation

of the students in the class if the activities ar( to be

effective 3n eliciting critical thinkino. Peru's (1970)

speculations about the changes that occur in students over

the course of the college experience seemed to maFe an ideal

lini to the practical suooestions we err developno.

Students initially demonstrate a pattern Llat Perry

described as "dualistic." characterized by a need to produce

absolute iudoments and to rely on authority. Ther

correspondino Personal Theories are likely to be dense.

undifferentiated, and simplistic. The External Event that

may be needed to SOUY critical thiraing mioht have to be

very compelling or intrinsically interesting. As students'

abilities develop. they become more "relativistic" in their

thinking and should be able to handle increasingly subtle

Discrepancies without the more obvious manipulation of the

teacher. Th. developmental relationship between External

Event and Personal Theory is illustrated in Figure 4.

0=0 4.. -
Insert Figure 4 about herea w11

A metaphor may clarify the process. For freshman critical

thinkers, we may need to provide an external stimulus that

has enormous and obvious "holes" so that critical thinking

can be easily engaged. With increasing success, the "holes"

13
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beginning...

developing....

advanced...

simplistic
undifferentiated
absolute

expanded
porous
complex

multiplistic
tentative
contingent

The Psychology Network from Alverno College
Incorporating Perry Developmental Levels
in FIPSE Critical Thinking Model
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3n any aiven st,mulus can be made smaller. A pract3cal

example well illusrate how adoptina developmental

expectations- about critical ttintino would influence hues

eperimental methodoloav could be tauuht.

In introductory courses we mloht t.-/ to teach basic

ideas about experimental design by de.cribind "classic"

experiments in psycholoay. Ik_ might even be tempted to asi

stuaents to evaluate these experiments. ko-utinFly we find

little success with this approach because freshmen are

struoolinu with understanding concepts. Instead, we might

encourage students to learn de=ign principles by presenting

them with very badly designed studies where ttc3 Prro.s are

glarina. Subsequent experiments with less obvious desian

problems can then be mo,-e successfully introduced. Adopting

the shaping approach may lead to rapid sub ' ly in analysis

even within the span of one course. One networker who used

the "poor methodology" approach presented a partial

explanation of one of her own experiments to her

introductory students who enthusiastically produced over 20

criticisms that accurately reflected understanding of

experimental design procedures.

Motivating. One significant component of this phase of

critical thinking is the ability to take risks.

Particularly at the start of classes. freshmen may have a

tendency to "coast" before taking the risk of making

individual contributions. The social tension of a beginning

class provides an ideal context in which to introduce an

exercise that targets encouraging freshmen to take risks.

15
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The exercise was originally described by William Hunter

ki902). who reorganized the typical seouence oi topics in

introductory psychology to tate advantage of thp

normlessness of a new class for freshmen.

in the eerctse. the instructor begins clasc by .issuing

some commands that fit with the start of a new cless (e.g..

"Please sit here. Put your boots on the floor.'). As

compliance occurs. the commands- become increasincav

discrepant from e:nectations about normal colleoe student

behavior ("Please tat-e Your notes in pencil toda\i. Tate vour

rings off and hold the in your lap..."). Compliance

continues +or the most part. but facial expressions sugaest

students are beoinn3no to register their identification of

Discretaancy. The commands increase in ridiculousness.

Finally. the orders strain credibilty entirely ("Stick two

finaers up your nose and quart lite a duct.-.") Given the

proper sequence of commands. all students are successful in

the tat.ino the risk of disobedving authority. The

experience sets the staoe for examining their judgments and

attributions as linked to the content area of social

psychology and can be expanded to explore their beliefs

about the student role in the classroom.

In the former example. the discrepancy was quite

compelling. In working with aevanced students where

interest in the subject matter is more predictable. we may

not need to be so provocative to motivate risk-taking. An

example from a seminar in Clinical Psychology illustrates

the difference. When students are beginning to learn

16
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counselino stills. they are often concerned about savino the

world thi no. An antroductory role-play asks them to behay

as the worst counselor they can imag3ne. The risk ass

reduced in this e:;ercise because it 35 hard to fail at ba,3no

bad. The e-ercise also allows students to express the3r

fears about their on inadeauacv as they prepare for more

serious simulations. There is a areat deal of comfort 'laden

in the conclusion that they can never be aE bad as they are

in the beainn3ng e!;ercise.

Information-Seek ina and Information-Relatino.

Bealnnina students cire very limited in their ability to see

the organization that we tale for oranted in a lecture or in

a t_ t. When we examine a passaae of material related to

psychology. we can readily analyze the wort: into its

component parts, sorting concept from concept and example

from e:; ample. Beginning students do not have this facility.

They tend to regard a text as so many words that must be

memorized to order to pass an exam rather than to approach

the material io a more active way to promote learning. With

diminished capacity to organize input. students may have

little time to think about the concepts and personalize them

in a way that makes learning more meaningful.

As part of our curriculum review. we began to notice

patterns that emerged in the oroanizational skill of our

students. The progression of the organization we observed

is outlined in Figure 5. Initially students who are

41 ---11 .111111111, -.111110
Insert Figure 5 about here
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Concept Recognition

Concept Bombing

Theory Recognition

Theory Bombing

Theory Evaluation

Theory Building

Levels of Sophistication
in Using
Conceptual "Organizers"
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beoinnino their stud]es in osychQloov o+ten tee) Oomhardeo

new behavioral conceAs. t24, they adioEt to more

inVenE3ve _t_Ltdv demands. they Lenin to recochaza conceL:ts as.

a o; oroanizina e oerience about behaylor; bEeHr,

,-.7oncepts serve as shorthand to communicate bai,.e/ o

be';avior. They beo3n to recoon3.7'e F,E" the,

occur Concept Recopnit3;-_,n, e;;L; l3ni relevant

c/'ncppts to e-.E..1 i t- (Com: eot I;c5alb 3

heor-1 to 'Lc",_Et bri','?2110" E.E, a lerlit3mate behav3oral

OHLCD1f1.-- wor at tha. introd.ictotv levels an,'1

,Yr&ined e:'oerience,, that wouId encouracre such ht,-,0y3or.

e;amoJe. "Whet r..rP aI l the concehLt" VOC ert

that 61Joht be related to the "tap-o4-tht-i..,:htti

ohenehon-'"

Jr intermedtate jE,H,, 0' Lo he a; ;r

undi-rstand the stro-u-e anc; of tht,_,,v and E+Qe,lr,

oroantzed our Loura,ewori arond theutv recuunition and

the-c,ry bomb3no. en evamnie mi&J be derive° in an Abnormal

-choiod, ciastr, How wollid Freud e':plain antisocial

benH,3or-' How E,nuld Skinner" How would Thomas Szasz? We

aliude tr) e,,,a)u&tinci theory and describe and model how that

mioht be done but it may not be an explicit demand at the

3ntermediate level.

In advanced levels we helieye students have the

analytic to use the "organizers" of psychology in a

more sophisticated way. In their Senior Seminar course. for

example. they must explain a behavior theoretically and
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commit to the best esJ-Jlanation they were ahle to det,ve froo

reievant theories. f=flthouoh we do not set theorv-Po.lclin,1

as an e-:olicit outcomf, many Students alt4E" .

ever underqraduateE. facilitated Lv tht,.1r abiliiie(, In

usino the oroanizational. conceptual structures of

nsvchoioov more purposefully.

Evaluatino. We recoonize how premature it 7c-- for

freshmen to evaluate the Quality of their own thinino and

we don't demand this sFill from them in introdyctory

cours....wdr. We beclin to teach for Ev6Juatlnd EililE in the

intermediate level. Even so. students may c7 `en respond to

inquiries about the adequacy of their position with a

comment, such as. "It's a pond answer. because I came up

with somethino." More advanced students respond favorably

to bet no oiven time and credit for careful evaluation of

their ideas. By the time our students have advanced in

their studies we make much oreater metacoonitive demands o4

the way in which they evaluate their work:.

(n example of how such an approach might be reflected

in courseworl would be to establish essay questions as

routinely two-part. First. students should answer the

Question You have designed. Second. they should be required

to justify whether or not the answer is "good." This

approach is enhanced when a question may involve an issue

that is unsettled in the discipline. For instance, Abnormal

psychology students were asked after studying various

theoretical approaches to schizophrenia to explain a

f i ndi no ( GitilikurvW that relates increased risk of

20
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schizophrenia to !Dein° born in the -' wjni.-r month. Most

siudenis c'F' intrioue with the numbel of id....a.., ille can

loroduce. partic.lialv when the E.FE.' watnc.1 ahead cot t.3 ii

,It. th., nature of the cimr,n, , Huwrvr in resnons,4 to

this demanj. one ,Eludent and!-11, claimed that .21.11, W,1"iir' t 1

bE, "loc.led." She would di: somo research on the topic to

find he rioht answer '

U:oressino. The two aspects of the cycle cif critical

thir4ind over wru ch we have the most control are the deEi on

cit the e-Aernal event and the nature of feedbaci- we provide.

Ve have beoun to treat our Eternal Events as experimental.

We estimate what sJille we thinl will be apparent in any

cliven protect and share them aE criteria w3th students to

direct their thirdind. The criteria are regarded as " n

p-ocese," and we alter the criteria as student performance

contributes to our fuller appreciation of ,gills addressed.

Such specific criteria not only answer the nagaino student

ouest3cn. "What do you want?" teat they assist students in

identifying the process of critical thiniing. As students

progres=s in their wore.. we may ast them to design their own

criteria for evaluation as a way of enhancing their

metacoonitiye abilities.

An example of such an External Event is appended to the

paper. The idea was desianed for a liberal arts course that

contrasts methods in the natural and behavioral sciences.

In preparation for the tast. students read the chapter on

"Physical Evidence" in Nonreactive measures in the social

sciences (Webb. Campbell. Schwartz. Sechrest. & Grove.

21



lcrS1/. Each student is asle0 to assume the 3dentii -4

E-herlorl Holmes and to visit an envirormeni ni which ihf-

student functions. "Sherlock" 3E asled to writs- a Jettei lo

. Watson in which he e;:nresse,.. whether or not h-

meel- the inhabitanL why on the tElEis oi in-Fe ence

Jihout onvsical evidence. Thi-f Discrepancy in the e:ercise

involve,- the restriction students most ih discuss.no

who tt.ev are from onl,. hints implied b" evidence in the

environment. The criteria serve as basic ou3delines for

oerformance. nc,t a blueprint. Performance in such a task is

oenerallv enthuse antic because the task 3S so nersonallv

ihvoly:na. The e,erc3se also readilv exposes basic errors

3n analytic shlls. The e,'ample illustrates how content and

process can be balanced for improved learnino experiences.

Some Closino Discrepancies

The networl:ers were impressed by the impact our own

theory-building had on our approach to teaching. We bepan

to search for opportunities to create Discrepancies Lhat

would enhance learning and promote critical thirainp. We

also felt increased comfort in using Discrepancies that

occurred spontaneously in the classroom in support f

critical thinkino oblectiyes. Yet we are aware of how much

we still do not ..now about critical thinking in pEycholopv

classroom. A number of Discrepancies remain:

1. How do we promote critical th.nking without haying a

sense of sacrificing important content?

22
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Are there "core" concE-nts, in psycholoov thet wott1C

aesist u in content/nroces decisions'

Students often complain aboul- havino to wo(1 he der 31-1

classel., devoted to critical thiniino ,"riot that thinlin

stuff aoain..."). How do we pursuf critical thintino

ohlectives when students respond unfavorably to increased

thintinn demands.

,l. How do we evaluate the variation in critical thiniino in

relation to orades"

5. Are there more effective ways to create motivation to

thin critically than with the threat of poor grades?

6. Woul(; students benefit if we teach them the model' How

could we do so in the soirit of the model itself so tnev

wouldn't simply memorize the stages'

7. Pursuino critical thinking oiblectives implies a

ootential for loss of structure and control in the

clasEroom. Can we trust our own abilities to use these

enweriences to best advantage''

B. Students who become more effective critical thinkers are

more likely to turn criticism bad on us' Can we bear being

confirmed as imperfect'

Cole (1992) discussed the value of undergraduate study

of psychology not in the accumulation of content about

behavior. but in the growth of attitude about what 2.' L.-own.

He states that the study of psychology can "liberate (us)

from arrogance of believing we know more about ourselves and

others than we really do" (p. 25). This observation becomes

an objective for instructors who promote critical thinking
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as an outcome for students. and the criticol thinino modi

ron be used support this mission.
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LA 282

Spring 1985
Assignment *2

APPENDIX

Sherlock Holmes has been looking for you.

because you are such a busy woman, he has not
yet succeeded in meeting with you personally.
However, in his quest to meet you he has been
able to scrutinize one of the environments
where you can normally be found_ ' has
concluded from his evaluation of the physical
evidence that you would 'Ale nri interesting
woman indeed.

Your task is to write a letter to Dr. Watson
from Sherlock Holmes. In this letter Holmes
will describe why he is so anxious to meet you
based on what he has learned about you from
your environment.

Criteria: Have you .

used (minimum) Level writing criteria?
accurately described physical evidence? (Analysis-L I)
logically inferred from evidence? (Analysis-L2)
identified personal values from evidence? (Valuing-L 1)
described evidence from multi;le p-_?f-speztives?
(Environment-L I)
inferred the influence of humen behavior on the environment?
(Environment-L2)
demonstrated your learning of Webb's Nonreactive Measures?
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